
9780745686066 |P| $12.95 
July 2016 | ST

Coming Soon

The Global Futures Series
The world finds itself at a critical juncture.  Major environmental, economic and political crises 
threaten the stability, prosperity and, some would argue, the very survival of our planet. In these 
bold and incisive essays, leading international thinkers tackle head-on the major questions that will 
determine our global future. 

Answering 
the Questions 
of our Global Future

CAN WE SOLVE THE MIGRATION 
CRISIS?
“Jacqueline Bhabha has long been 
one of the most astute observers 
of forced migration around. [...] 
she brings her insight to bear on 
this great issue of our time, offering 
original and compelling ways of 
rethinking the challenges ahead.” 
   -Matthew J. Gibney,  University of 
    Oxford.”

9781509519408 |P| $12.95 | April 2018 | ST

NEW 
EDITION!

WILL CHINA DOMINATE THE 
21st CENTURY?
Based on the author’s extensive 
knowledge of contemporary 
China and his close analysis of Xi’s 
leadership, this incisive book offers 
a pragmatic view of where the 
country is heading at a time when 
its future is too important an issue 
for wishful theorizing.

9781509510979 |P| $12.95 | March 2018 | ST

In this compelling 
essay, leading scholar 
of Islam Tamara 
Sonn argues that 
whilst the West 
has many enemies 
among Muslims, it is 
politics not religion 
that informs their 
grievances. 

9781509504428 |P| $12.95
November 2016 | ST

Also in the Series

9781509510917 |P| $12.95 
October 2016 | ST

“Trenin’s book is 
notable for its brevity, 
clarity, and sobriety. 
He positions himself 
as a therapeutic 
go-between,
attempting to calm 
the West’s fears and 
temper its knee-jerk 
Russophobia.”
    -Bookforum 

Leading global poverty 
analyst David Hulme 
explains why helping 
the world’s neediest 
communities is both 
the right and the 
wise thing to do if 
rich nations want to 
take care of their own 
citizens’ future welfare.



9780745690070 |P| $12.95 
January 2015 | ST

In this incisive book, 
leading political 
economist Andrew 
Gamble explains why 
western societies 
still need generous 
inclusive welfare states 
for all their citizens, 
and are rich enough to 
provide them. 

9780745698748 |P| $12.95 
April 2016 | ST

9780745688312 |P| $12.95 
April 2015 | ST

“Nobody is better 
placed than Howard 
Davies to describe 
the evolution of the 
financial system 
during and after the 
crisis [...].”
   -David Smith, 
   Economics Editor, 
   The Sunday Times.

“[...]an excellent book 
that will help students 
of international affairs 
think carefully about 
the world and America’s 
opportunities and 
challenges in the 21st 
century.”
   -The Washington 
   Diplomat

9780745679259 |P| $12.95 
January 2014 | ST

“Zielonka offers a new 
and refreshing vision 
of Europe’s future 
- one that chimes 
perfectly with the 
EU’s motto ‘United in 
Diversity’.”
   -Giuliano Amato, 
   former Prime 
   Minister of Italy

9780745683973 |P| $12.50 
May 2014 | ST

“Mohammed Ayoob’s 
short book is a brilliant 
analysis of Middle East 
politics. It makes for 
sobering, yet essential, 
reading.”
    -Patrick Seale, author 
    of The Makers of the 
    Modern Middle East

9780745679235 |P| $12.95 
January 2014 | ST

New technologies 
and new geopolitical 
battles may 
transform the face 
and purpose of war 
in the 21st century, 
but our capacity 
for war remains 
undiminished.

A lively, engaging series to appeal to current affairs readers

Visit the Polity website at 
www.politybooks.com for more 
information on all Polity series.

Contact your Wiley sales 
representative to place an order. 

Polity is a leading international 
publisher in the social sciences and 
humanities and we publish some of 
the world’s best authors in these fields. 
Polity is committed to publishing 
outstanding books which stimulate 
public debate about key issues in 
social, political and cultural life. 


